Abstract-Cyber-Physical Systems are embedded computers that control complex physical processes and components while cooperating as agents in distributed networks. Due to the scale and complexity of the interactions that occur within cyberphysical systems, requirements traceability strategies that are accurate and easy to manage are hard to implement and maintain. However, the information traces provide is crucial in managing the development and completeness of an application. Existing requirements management systems do not scale well and traceability is difficult in such highly heterogeneous environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
How can we be sure that the computer systems that control our elevators, medical devices, automobiles and aeroplanes actually satisfy all the requirements we specify for them? It is often easy to manually trace how requirements are implemented for simple systems such as electric coffee brewing machines. However, the majority of real-world systems are far more complex and must deal with large numbers of requirements, a problem that has been studied deeply in projects such as Costefficient methods and processes for safety relevant embedded systems (CESAR) [1] , [2] .
The depth of analysis such systems require is only one aspect of their complexity; managing a large requirements set to ensure that each aspect of the design is implemented correctly demands sophisticated traceability techniques [3] . Requirements Traceability is concerned with tracking a requirement from its origin, through all subsequent changes during the development of the system, to its implementation [4] . Traceability can help find the reason why a particular piece of code exists in the product. However, traces alone do not provide ways of ascertaining completeness, the degree to which the requirements have been implemented in the system so far [5] . Estimating completeness and other measures can be complex and timeconsuming, yet they are crucial to the successful delivery of a product that meets the expectations of all stakeholders [6] .
The focus of this paper is requirements traceability for Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). CPS are typically distributed networks of cooperating computers that control intelligent peripheral devices [7] . Their external peripherals can often perform complex data processing autonomously on the raw telemetry they capture before passing refined information onto other computing elements. In industrial environments, CPS contain distributed software which controls mechatronic components that interact with complex physical processes. Applications developed for such environments are usually highly standardized. IEC 61499 is a well-known architecture for writing software controllers for industrial CPS [8] . IEC 61499 provides an event-driven execution model for networks of function blocks, which are the basic building blocks of complex and highly modular software for distributed control systems.
While traceability is now a well-established and mature software engineering discipline [9] , cyber-physical systems present unique challenges. Finkelstein comments that traceability in systems where complex and safety-critical requirements predominate is still an emerging discipline; advances in traceability techniques that have emerged within other sectors are not always applicable in this environment [10, p. vi] . Distributed processing usually implies decentralized control so tracing an individual requirement through to all the components that work together to fulfill it is difficult [11] . Large-scale systems can involve thousands of requirements, covering both internal system needs as well as mandated contract requirements [12] . Storing requirements artifacts in an appropriate framework often requires the use of hierarchical relationships if large numbers of traceability linkages are going to be created. There is little evidence that traditional elicitation and management frameworks will scale when tens of thousands of requirements are involved in cyber-physical environments [13] .
We propose a novel and generalized framework for the traceability of requirements for large-scale systems. The framework, called Traceability Of Requirements Using Splices or TORUS enables a formal approach to tracing requirements. Central to TORUS is the concept of a splice, which is a link between requirements, use cases or unit tests on one side and system elements like components, algorithms, and lines of code on the other. By splicing together or connecting the artifacts that exist in the system, we can follow the splices like threads in a tapestry and use the metadata stored within splices to extract useful traceability-related information such as historical linkages to requirements, relationships between requirements and system elements, information about coverage of requirements, and so on. The generalized TORUS framework is presented in Sec. III. While TORUS does not rely on a specific Requirements Model (RM) or system architecture, we demonstrate the applicability of TORUS using a case study where the CESAR requirements meta-model [1] is used to organize requirements, and IEC 61499 is used for system development.
Controller Fig. 1 . Workpiece Color Sorter. Fig. 1 presents a Workpiece Color Sorter (WCS) machine which sorts widgets based on their color, and is similar to real-world CPSs such as automotive cruise-control systems, pacemakers, elevators, high-speed sorting systems and baggagehandling equipment. A solid-state camera detects the color of each spherical workpiece to be sorted and a software controller uses this information to actuate one of two pistons to push the sphere in an appropriate direction. We intentionally keep this case study simple, and allow only red and black workpieces. It can easily be scaled to multiple colors where pistons move different distances depending the detected color, and we can just as easily add more pistons for a two or three dimensional sorting of work pieces. This case study was developed using IEC 61499 in the nxtStudio [14] [1] to elaborate, specify and manage requirements as the system is developed. Current IEC 61499 tools like nxtStudio do not support requirements traceability, and in Sec. IV we show how easily TORUS can be adapted for this case study. Interesting experimental results showing the applicability of TORUS from a prototype implementation appear in Sec. V.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
As the complexity and size of cyber-physical systems grow, we require novel tools, methodologies and processes to manage their development. The constant need for systems to evolve to keep up with increasing customisation and decreasing times-to-market also demands more systematic development in environments where requirements constantly change [20] .
The automotive sector is a typical example of how manufacturers have become increasingly dependent on large, evolving CPS. From the first computer-controlled fuel injection system introduced by Volkswagen in 1968 [21] , many vehicles now contain hundreds of separate embedded controllers executing hundreds of millions of lines of software code [22] . The economic impact of such systems is staggering. The value of the software in automotive systems was estimated to 133 billion EUR in 2015 [23] and software contributes to more than 70% of innovations in automotive systems [24] . However, metrics such as lines of code can be misleading; the Boeing 787 Dreamliner contains only 6.5 million lines of code [22] . Such code tends to have a very high cyclomatic complexity which depends on the intricacy of its branching structure [25] . Such complex systems require systematic requirements management, which highlights the need for requirements traceability.
The necessity for requirements traceability was noted very early on [26] , but has become apparent as the numbers of different building blocks used in systems and their non-trivial relationships and interactions grow larger [27] , [28] . CPS in general suffer from such complexity through their distinct characteristics. Since CPS are often systems-of-systems with a high degree of reuse [24] , [29] , development does not follow the traditional from-scratch path, and requirements engineering and development frameworks need to be able to cope with black-box interfaces and hierarchies of requirements. Where safety-critical certification is required, deep requirements traceability becomes mandatory, but this is often difficult where intellectual property is invisible. Secondly, CPS rely on systemto-system interactions, and as the number of heterogeneous parts in a CPS increases [30, page 98] , specifying and validating requirements that span multiple systems, and relate to decentralized control and emergent behaviors becomes problematic [29] . Finally, requirements documentation for CPSs is daunting right from requirements specification to managing requirements in a scalable manner, as initial requirements are notoriously informal, vague, ambiguous, and often unattainable [31, page 164] and must be refined systematically. Most companies rely heavily on detailed manual paper specifications using generic tools [32] . While standards like IEEE 830 [33] seek to standardize aspects of requirements engineering, there is no universally-accepted format for documenting requirements, and there is little evidence that requirements engineering processes in sectors such as automotive are either well-defined or mature [23] . Finally, requirements must often be traced through all phases of a system's life cycle, including monitoring them at the runtime phase [30] , [30] , [34, page 96] or during software maintenance [35] , and this highlights the need for persistent traceability links.
Many works, like Wolfenstetter's [36] highlight the use of cross-domain traceability of both requirements and system elements. This applies particularly well to TORUS, which is designed to sit between third-party requirements management systems such as IBM Rhapsody, DODT or Sparx Enterprise Architect and development environments such as nxtStudio [14] or 4DIAC [37] . The creation of domain-specific, concrete requirements traceability models from generic abstract reference models allows metadata captured in traceability links to be highly applicable to the system being created, and hence more useful than general traceability tools [3] , [10] , [36] . In Bouillon et. al. [38] , a survey of usage scenarios for requirements traceability highlights the large amount of effort required to manually update traceability links. Ramesh et. al. [27] show the traceability needs for companies operating in several sectors, and highlight the customisations required by a company based on its level of use of traceability (low-end or high-end) and the specific context or sector it operates in. Traceability is also found to serve various purposes such as ensuring that code has been created to fulfil a requirement, finding historical linkages between changed and original requirements, and identifying which requirements a function satisfies. Ad-hoc traceability without clear strategies is shown to lead to unreliable traces, and it was also found that traceability usage and cost grew proportional to project size and complexity. These works highlight the concern about and the need for the maturity of "tool-supported navigation between heterogeneous artifacts".
One approach towards achieving requirements traceability is to create requirements models. Model-driven design approaches allow each requirement to be classified and stored in a common data repository or ontology. Elements within ontologies can be connected to other related elements to build a picture of what the solution needs to include. The cost of building thorough, detailed and complete requirements models cannot always be justified, as it may not result in better management of complexity [39] . A number of existing works provide some level of traceability support, as shown in Tab. I. Mature applications such as Sparx Enterprise Architect and IBM Rational Rhapsody limit traceability to internal requirement models and imported code only, requiring additional effort from users wanting to exploit deep traceability linkages. Frameworks such as AUTOSAR, AMALTHEA and SPICE focus on key characteristics of the domains they target, and provide sophisticated traceability but only for specific types of requirements (such as safety-critical requirements in the case of AUTOSAR).
In contrast to existing techniques, TORUS is a formal framework for traceability that can be easily adopted to cater to different requirements management and system development environments for any domain. It builds on existing works on reference models for traceability [27] and presents a set of operations and algorithms on splices that can automate many traceability-related tasks. It aims to reduce the effort in creating traces and serves as a framework on which users can build their own algorithms and metrics to ensure context-dependent and specialized use [40] , while maintaining a desired granularity of traces [41] aimed towards measurable improvements [42] . FBTORUS or TORUS for IEC 61499 Function Blocks, which is an instantiation of TORUS and enables traceability based on the CESAR tool DODT and nxtStudio, provides an example of how TORUS can be adopted for a given context. It also serves as the first requirements traceability tool for CPS built using IEC 61499.
III. TORUS
The TORUS framework is based on intelligent traceability links called splices, or simply, traces. The following generalized definition of a splice assumes the presence of a set of requirements R and a set SE of existing or planned system elements. The details about how requirements in R and the system topology in which SE are arranged are not required, but may be needed to instantiate and customize TORUS to specific requirements engineering and system design tools, as we will see in Sec. IV.
Definition 3.1 (Splice): Given sets R and SE of system requirements and system elements respectively, a splice is defined as a tuple sp = ⟨R ⊆ R, MD, SE ⊆ SE⟩ where R is a subset of system requirements, MD is a metadata object, and SE is a set of linked system elements. A splice, as illustrated in Fig. 2 is simply a link between a set of requirements and a set of system elements such as components, pieces of code, component connections, subsystems, etc. The metadata MD of a splice can be user-specified or automatically generated, and provides specific information about a splice such as its type, status, etc. Metadata enables a generic, consistent way to represent splices or traceability links, which can be adapted to a given context [27] . We denote a set of splices by SP .
Since requirements can themselves be seen as elements produced during the design of a system, or R ⊂ SE, Def. 3.1 allows tracing between requirements as they evolve. Such splices can be useful in creating historical linkages between requirements. Finally, if required, splices can be seen as requirements too, to enable linkages between splices.
Operations on Splices
TORUS enables several splice operations, which form the basis of a splice algebra that allows writing very powerful traceability algorithms over individual or sets of splices.
Unary operations process individual splices and include retrieving, deleting, and updating individual elements of a splice. For a splice sp, retrieval of elements is done simply by referring to its elements, such as sp.R, sp.MD, and sp.SE. Assignments sp.R = R ′ , sp.MD = MD ′ and sp.SE = SE ′ enable splice updates. Deletions are simply update operations where newly assigned values are null in case of MD, and ∅ for requirements and design elements.
Binary operations work on two or more splices and include the following operations: 1) sp 1 + sp 2 merges or adds two splices. Adding splices can help integrate trace information about specific requirements and system elements.
2) sp 1 − sp 2 computes the difference between two splices, and can be used to decompose splices into smaller splices. 3) sp 1 = sp 2 checks if two splices are equal. The implementation of the merging and difference operators depends on context-based and often user-defined criteria, and especially on the metadata contained between slices, and may change between different instantiations of TORUS. Finally, sets of splices sets can be manipulated using general set operations such as union (
We provide usage scenarios for these operations in Sec. IV.
IV. FBTORUS: TORUS FOR CESAR AND IEC 61499
This section shows how TORUS can be easily instantiated for use with the CESAR requirements meta-model and IEC 61499, using the WCS as an illustrative example. Before presenting this instantiation of TORUS, it is important to first briefly discuss the CESAR RMM and present details of the topology of an IEC 61499 application.
A. Requirements Organisation in CESAR
Requirements engineering involves an initial elicitation of requirements followed by elaboration, specification, analysis and organization of requirements. Our focus is on the organization of requirements, especially as they are elaborated and refined, and we use the CESAR requirements meta-model (RMM) [1] for organizing requirements.
The free-form pre-Requirements Specification (pre-RS) for the workpiece color sorter from Sec. I lack the rigor needed to define a system in sufficient detail. One obvious problem is that if the very first workpiece is neither black nor red, then there is no clear definition of which direction to move it. As requirements are elaborated and refined, they need to be specified and then organized into manageable structures. CESAR uses a number of requirements specification languages such as boilerplates and pattern-based specifications in the Systems Modeling Language SysML. Boilerplates are semiformal templates written as structured sentences. Designers instantiate these templates by using system-relevant terms to complete the sentences. Tools such as DODT can help find ambiguities such as the one discussed above. Some boilerplate requirements for the horizontal piston in the WCS are shown in Tab. II, with terms like P istonHorizontal and isLastU sed replacing blank spaces in boilerplate templates. Both safety (SR1) and functional requirements (FR1) emerged as a result of understanding the requirements better.
In addition to boilerplate requirements, we may add requirements specified in other languages, unit tests, use cases, scenarios, and acceptance tests. In many cases, we want to be able to trace not just requirements but also tests and other requirements engineering artifacts into parts of the design. Also, in many cases, we require requirement-to-requirement traces, especially for historical linkages. We therefore assume that all requirements engineering artefacts are contained in the set SE of system elements. The CESAR RMM organizes requirements into requirements trees. A requirements tree RT can be seen as a directed graph [43] ⟨R, r 0 , E R ⟩ where R is a set of vertices requirements, r 0 is the root requirement, and E R is a set of edges which are ordered pairs of elements of R. The finite set RF = {RT 1 , . . .} of all requirements trees is called the requirements forest, and represents the requirements organization for a system.
B. IEC 61499 Function Blocks
IEC 61499 is a highly modular and compositional architecture, allowing efficient reuse and reconfiguration [44] . Applications are constructed by connecting different types of function blocks together typically using model-driven development and test-driven design approaches [45] . Software applications are sliced and deployed onto available hardware devices, and the communication between slices is carried out via standard interfaces. We present a formalization of IEC 61499 applications which provides a robust system topology that TORUS can exploit to enable requirements traceability for IEC 61499 systems. We focus on the syntax of applications. Formalizations of the several execution semantics for IEC 61499 can be found in other works such as [8] , [46] - [48] .
A basic function block (BF B) is the building block of IEC 61499 applications. It is defined as follows. 
) T ⊆ S × C × S is the set of transitions where C ⊆ (EI ∪ ∅) × B(V) is a set of conditions. B(V) is the set of all boolean functions over c) A ∶ S → (AG ∪ EO)
* is the state action function. Fig. 3 shows the interface of the P istonController basic block. Like all other function blocks, a basic block has an interface allowing it to interact with its environment.
P istonController contains the input events IN IT, REQ, input variables such as CY CLE, output events like IN IT O and output variables like EXT EN D.
Associations between events and variables, such as those shown between REQ and CY CLE, and CM D and EXT EN D signify that the firing of an event results in an update of the associated variable. In addition, P istonController also contains internal variables and algorithms that are hidden from the interface but used during the execution of the block.
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Fig. 3. Interface of the P istonController basic block
The execution of a BF B is expressed as a finite state machine referred to as an Execution Control Chart (ECC), allowing blocks to be more amenable to formal verification [49] . The ECC of the P istonController block, shown in Fig. 4 contains a number of states with ST ART as its initial state. Transitions between states are triggered via input events and/or boolean expressions over variables. Function blocks can be seen as templates or as classes in object-oriented terms as we can instantiate multiple instances from them. A FB instance fb is a pair (F B, name) where F B is a function block type and name is a user-defined name for the instance. The type corresponds to a basic or composite block. Composite blocks are built from several networked instances and are described later in this sub-section. Each instance also has a name, which is used to refer to it uniquely. Fig. 5 shows two instances of the basic block P istonController from Fig. 3 . These instances control the horizontal and vertical pistons. Instances can be interconnected via their interfaces into networks. Networks contain a set of interconnected instances. Fig. 6 shows the top-level network modelling the control logic of the WCS software. The ColorDetector block controls the SSD camera to sample the colour of a workpiece when it is present. The Sorter block triggers either the horizontal or the vertical piston controller blocks that actuate their corresponding pistons. Networks are contained within composite blocks, defined as follows.
Definition 4.3 (CFB):
A composite function block is a tuple CFB = ⟨I, FBNetwork, Conn CF B ⟩ where I is as defined in Def. 4.1, FBNetwork is a FB network as per Def. 4 
.2, and Conn CF B ⊆ (EI × F Bs.EI) ∪ (F Bs.EO × EO) ∪ (V I × F Bs.V I) ∪ (F Bs.V O × V O).
A CFB allows connections between the elements of its interface and the FB network contained within it. Finally, the topology of a FB application can be derived as a tree, shown in Fig. 7 . The topology can be obtained by simply traversing the elements of each tuple starting from the top-level CFB which represents the application. The topology is useful in creating links between requirements and individual elements in the system. We denote this tree with the symbol F BT = ⟨SE, f b 0 , E SE ⟩ where SE is the set of all design elements in the topology (function blocks, instances, connections, etc.), fb 0 is the top-level application and serves as the root node of the tree, and E SE models the contains relationships between the various elements of the application. 
C. FBTORUS
TORUS can be customised from its generic form introduced in Sec. III by incorporating details about the organisation of requirements in CESAR (as a forest RF ) and the topology of an IEC 61499 application (as a tree F BT ). We must also specify the kind of metadata required. Fig. 8 illustrates the overall system, called FBTORUS. A customised definition of a splice, called a FB-splice appears below. The splice type and status provide key information about a splice. While there are many options for the status and types, we restrict the status of splices to be either tested or untested. A tested splice means its requirements have been tested on the system elements the splice links to. Untested splices model the opposite condition, when requirements are linked to elements but not tested.
Tab. III shows the splice types most commonly encountered while designing IEC 61499 systems. A source splice links a requirement to its source, such as a stakeholder or multiple stakeholders [30, page 97] . The source information is stored in the description of the splice. A superseded splice links a trace to a replacement trace, and can be useful when additional information such as unit tests are added for given requirements. Splice types capturing relationships between requirements and system elements include satisf y (requirements must be satisfied by linked system elements), constrain (requirements constrain linked elements), or dissatisf y (requirements represent mis-use cases or undesired behaviours and must be dissatisfied by the linked elements). Arithmetic operations on FB-splices are defined as follows. We define the addition operation f 3 = f 1 + f 2 is defined as follows::
Ds and ⊕ is the string concatenation operator.
Ds. When two splices have the same meta-data, except the freetext description fields, their addition results into an integrated splice containing all requirements and system elements from both splices. Otherwise, the addition results in a new splice that supersedes the two added splices.
Subtraction f 3 = f 1 − f 2 is defined similarly, as follows:
D. Applying FBTORUS to the WCS
FBTORUS stores splices externally [50] , and this allows us to use any system development tool. Specifically, we used nxtStudio [14] to develop the WCS.
Requirements engineering is the first stage in the system development life cycle where a majority of initial splices are created. We elicited, specified, analyzed and organized requirements using CESAR's DODT tool [1] . We specified requirements first in guided natural language and then refined them using semi-formal specification languages such as boilerplates and patterns. Some sample boilerplate requirements for the WCS were shown in Tab. II.
As requirements were formalised, DODT created and maintained an ontology. The ontology can be seen as a multigraph, with vertices defining concepts such as components and subsystems, and edges linking concepts together [51] . As we created boilerplate requirements based on concepts in the ontology, FBTORUS created splices using Alg. 1. Alg. 1 first categorises all concepts used in a requirement based on their types in the given ontology (line 2), and then creates splices of type constrain for states and interface elements such as input or output events and variables, and splices of type satisf y for other concepts relating to components and subsystems. For instance, consider requirement R1 from Tab. II. DODT allows us to write this boilerplate requirement only after system concepts W orkpiece.isBlack (input), P istonHorizontal (component) and P istolHorizontalisExtended (state) are defined in the underlying ontology. Alg. 1 will therefore create three splices linking R1 with each of the three types of concepts. The splice relating to P istonHorizontal will be of type satisf y, whereas the others are of type constrain as they constrain the linked input or state. Algorithm 1 provides a basis to write algorithms for automatically deleting splices linked to a requirement and for automatically deleting or updating references to specific concepts as the ontology is updated. Automating splice creation and maintenance helps significantly reduce user effort to enable traceability. We can similarly write algorithms such as Alg. 2 to collate all splices relating to a system concept. Alg. 2 creates a new collated splice using the addition operation, which links to all existing splices it derives from.
During the design and development phases, the concepts contained in the requirements-level ontology are refined into first a system architecture and then lower-level elements such as interfaces and component definitions. Requirements may also be Algorithm 2: COLLATESPLICES: Collating multiple splices refined during this phase, as more details about the system may appear during the design phase. Splices are often superseded, and those relating to larger requirements sets or more abstract system elements are refined into more concrete splices. Alg. 3 shows one algorithm that replaces superseded requirements or components as they are updated during design and development. This algorithm does not delete the previous splice, but instead creates a new splice with the updated information which has the previous splice as its parent (line 3). For instance, when the ontology concept P istonHorizontal is replaced by the function block instance H_P IST ON_CON T ROL shown in Fig. 6 at design time, we update both requirements R1 and SR1 from Tab. II, and also use Alg. 3 to update all splices that initially linked to P istonHorizontal so that they later link to instance H_P IST ON_CON T ROL. We can also partition the requirements belonging to the set of splices returned by Alg. 4 into functional requirements, non-functional requirements, tests, etc.
Splices are especially useful in the testing phase. As testing progresses from component level to sub-system and then system level requirements, splice-statuses are changed to tested from untested. Often, it is possible to use the organization of splices to create a testing strategy where lower-level splices are tested first followed by higher-level requirements. Alg. 5 traverses the system topology downwards to find if all splices linked Additional algorithms and metrics. TORUS enables a number of additional operations and algorithms that are extremely useful during system development. Due to limited space, we only provide a few examples.
We can traverse the splices to find missing acceptance tests for requirements during requirements engineering or find orphan pieces of code in the system topology that cannot be traced back to any requirement during the development phase. Historical linkages of splices allows us to find rationale(s) for replacing requirements, and we can trace all the way back to the sources of requirements.
We can also analyse splices with respect to several key metrics. We can find if requirements are concentrated around certain components in a system. For the WCS, most requirements related to the horizontal and vertical piston controllers, and very few requirements were linked to the other components. Dense components that have many requirements linked to them can be prioritized to be developed first, and this information can also help with effort estimation and planning development and testing iterations. Splices can also provide information about the completeness of requirements, including the completeness of individual requirements (test-cases and splice metadata) and sets of requirements. A visualization of splice statuses can also indicate the degree to which a system and its components have been tested. Splices can be analyzed to see how tightly coupled two or more components are. If a given set of components are linked to many common requirements, they are tightly coupled and may require to either be fused into a single component or be refactored. Often, tight coupling indicates the need for reuse, especially in systems like the WCS where individual piston controllers can be created from instantiating the same block. Requirement changes can happen at any time and affect some or all components of a system. When a requirement is Size (number of elements)
Number of pistons System size Requirements Splices Fig. 9 . Effects on increasing system size and requirements on splices updated, we can traverse the existing set of splices to find all affected splices and in-turn all components that are impacted by this change. Such impact analysis can be extremely useful in studying and isolating the effects of requirement changes on a system. Finally, TORUS can easily be used to generate reports, such as for requirements coverage.
V. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FBTORUS TOOL FOR DODT AND NXTSTUDIO
We have created a prototype Java implementation of FBTORUS. This implementation contains appropriate parsers to read requirement forests and system topologies from DODT and nxtStudio respectively, and contains a number of useful algorithms to support the development of an IEC 61499 system. Splices are created and maintained outside DODT and nxtStudio, ensuring that these tools can be used without change. Appropriate parsers allow FBTORUS to monitor changes in DODT and nxtStudio data.
In order to test the prototype implementation, we used the two-piston WCS case study shown in Fig. 1 and created larger variants by increasing the number of pistons by 2 to 16 cylinders in total. Fig. 9 shows the effects of increasing system sizes and requirements on the number of splices. The size of the system indicates the number of nodes in the system topology including blocks, instances, connections, states, and algorithms. From 212 elements in the 2-piston system, the size grows linearly to 940 elements in the 16-piston system. We considered only the set of functional and safety requirements and modeled these in DODT first in guided natural language and then boilerplates. Functional requirements grew linearly as more pistons were added, but the number of requirements that depends on the interaction between controllers (such as safety requirement SR1 in Tab. II) grew exponentially. Consequently, the number of splices grew linearly for individual pistons but exponentially for requirements spanning multiple pistons.
We also observed that most splices were created during the initial requirements engineering and design phases where requirements were refined many times. On the other hand, the most value from splices was reaped in the development and testing phases as a means to see how many requirements were covered and to find untested requirements. Hence, further automation of splice creation focused on the initial requirements engineering and design phase, and visualization support in the later phases is highly desirable. We tweaked automatic splice creation process shown in Alg. 1 so that requirements relating to the same set of system elements but different requirements were integrated into single splices, reducing the number of splices created. TORUS was very effective in creating splices of type superseded as soon as ontology concepts were overridden in the design phases. The increase in requirement numbers and consequently splice numbers was not unmanageable for the variants of WCS we tested. An important future direction will be to test TORUS more widely on systems with different degrees of component reuse and heterogeneity.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH This paper presented TORUS, a framework for requirements traceability for large-scale systems, and specifically cyberphysical systems. TORUS is a lightweight traceability framework and uses the concept of a splice to maintain intelligent links between requirements and system elements. Splices allow a number of unary, binary and aggregate operations and enable many algorithms and metrics that are useful to create tangible product benefits from traceability. We also presented FBTORUS, an instantiation of TORUS for cyberphysical systems developed using CESAR and IEC 61499 for requirements management and system development respectively. We present a formalization of IEC 61499 function blocks resulting in a hierarchical system topology, and use the CESAR's concept of requirement forests to model requirements organization. These data structures are then used to define specialized splices called FB-splices, which link CESAR requirement sets to elements in IEC 61499 applications. FBsplices store key information such as historical linkages and the type and status of traceability links, allowing us to write useful algorithms to automate several aspects in each phase of the system development life cycle. A prototype implementation of FBTORUS was used for traceability for IEC 61499 applications of increasing sizes. We showed that this implementation was able to deal with an increasing number of splices and still maintain efficiency of performance.
There are a number of interesting future research directions to this work. A more mature implementation of FBTORUS including a higher degree of automation in managing splices and visualization will be extremely useful as no traceability tool exists for IEC 61499 development. Generalizing FBTORUS by including more case studies will be useful, and may impact the metadata stored in splices. Empirical analysis of the framework focusing on the creation and usability of splices is also needed. Efficient storing and mining of splices is also an interesting direction to study.
